LAURA &
DARSHAN

meet laura
Laura is that beautiful, soft, sweet spirit that we all aspire to be.
Northwest Arkansas for sure.

A must meet soulful lady for sure.
violence.

She is an influencer and a leader in

A sit down visit with this woman is a true treasure like none I've experienced....
Raised in a dysfunctional alcoholic family that included domestic

A High School dropout who later finished high school...

Married for 38 years to her best friend yet will let you know for sure that she's learned a lot along the way
such as compassion, understanding, forgiveness, connection and inspired action when relationships are in
play.
Their 38 years of adventures together also include the excitement of traveling around the country with the
back of our pickup truck for shelter, EST Training, raising 4 children, and again more travel.

Challenges - yes

- all the usual stuff yet probably the hardest on them individually and collectively was the death of their
young son.

Laura will also share how and why she incorporated "Sunday Family Circles - where even the

little's learn to lead" and how in hindsight (as everyone is adult-ing now) she feels for sure her family
benefited from this concept in many different ways.

It is impressive - my friends - not something to miss

regarding your sweet family.

meet darshan
Darshan was born Richard Hamilton in 1949, in Wisconsin, U.S.A. In 1975, after an extended period of
devastation and soul-deadness, he had an experience where he perceived himself to personally be,
'Nothing' - and yet, not ‘apart’ from anything.
This effected an immediate inclination and desire to cease further harmfulness, accompanied by a rising
awareness of, 'others', - as no other. With a surprising flood of universal support, he then began a path of
Awareness shedding the misnomers of a discordant youth that had been saturated with life circumstances
and experiences socially perceived as negative or damaging. Darshan had taken 3 tries to complete high
school, including some time in a juvenile detention facility.
Ultimately, through serial relationships, including two failed marriages, his open abuse generated multiple
criminal arrests and jailing’s…Following that awakening moment, in 1975, Darshan began an intense and
dedicated path of self-discovery that included the cessation and recovery from multiple addictions.
Darshan’s own health and happiness is strengthened and empowered in his service and contribution to
others. In 1977, Darshan met Laura Harness, a beautiful soul at 17, whose Love of Truth entirely swept him off
his feet. After 3 periods of relationship, first of Friendship, then as Lovers, and finally, in Union - they were
married in 1980.
In 1999, Darshan heard his own Heart Clearly Speaking through the mouth of another person. This broke
loose a dam of Spiritual Awareness and Self Recognition. Where he had seen himself as Nothing, in 1975,
he now began to Fully See himself, as ‘Everything’.
In 2000, in a mystical experience, he acquired the Name, Darshan, which he began to use in expressions of
poetry, and all spiritual teachings, and in 2006, began to fully use this 'Heart name', Darshan, in all matters
- personal, professional, and spiritual.
Darshan now lives with his wife, Laura, in Northwest Arkansas.
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